Marketing of Alternative Services Review
Thank you for the opportunity to provide input into your review of the
marketing of alternative telecommunications services to residential consumers
on copper-based services.
The Internet Service Providers Association of New Zealand (ISPANZ) is the
industry body representing internet service providers (ISPs). Our members are
predominantly small to medium sized industry players. Our members are
retail service providers (RSPs) as mentioned in your consultation document.
Our members agree that information being provided to consumers should be
complete, clear and need no further elucidation. It should not be incomplete,
confusing, or potentially misleading.
Our members note the concerns detailed in paragraph 8 of your consultation
document and will use their best endeavours to ensure that none of their
customers have these concerns. Nevertheless, we agree that additional
protection for consumers is required at the retail level of the market.

ISPANZ Member Experience
Our members have seen incomplete, confusing and potentially misleading
information put out by some RSPs who are not ISPANZ members. Of
potentially greater concern is the marketing activities of those who are not
RSPs. For example, Chorus advertises regularly and directly to those who are
not its customers. Chorus does not have visibility of all connectivity options,
and has a vested interest in promoting use of its network even when better
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connectivity options are available. This results in incomplete and misleading
information being provided to end customers.
Only RSPs have visibility of all connectivity options available for end customers.
RSPs have a vested interest in providing the best possible service to their
customers, not in promoting a specific connectivity option.
ISPANZ considers that only RSPs should promote connectivity options to end
users. For Chorus and other LFCs to continue to do so would perpetuate the
provision of incomplete, confusing or potentially misleading information.

Comment on the Proposed Outcomes
Outcome 1
We agree with the proposed Conduct Principles.
Outcome 2
An additional Conduct Principle is required:
(g) Chorus and other LFCs should not promote their connectivity options direct
to consumers. They should only promote their services to RSPs.
Outcome 3
An additional Conduct Principle is required:
(i) Chorus and other LFCs should not promote their connectivity options direct
to consumers. They should only promote their services to RSPs.
Outcome 4
We agree with the proposed Conduct Principles.
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Outcome 5
We agree with the proposed Conduct Principles.
Outcome 6
We agree with the proposed Conduct Principles.
Outcome 7
We agree with the proposed Conduct Principles, but please note our concerns
about TDS as discussed with Cameron, Ralph, Khoury.

Implementing the Proposed Outcomes
We sympathise with your opinion that it would be preferable to issue the
principles and outcomes by way of guidelines under section 234 and for the
industry to take the opportunity to self-regulate and formulate an RSQ code
that meets the statutory purpose, through the TCF. Our concern with this is
that Chorus and other LFCs are likely to react strongly to our proposed
restrictions on their marketing and advertising activities, and use TCF to block
such restrictions.

Best Regards,
David Haynes
Chief Executive
27th August 2021
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